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One Catholic missionary stated that to be a saint in Europe, one had to
sleep on the floor. On Canada’s prairies, sanctity was much easier: to be
a saint one had to sleep in a bed. It was guaranteed to be full of fleas. The
typical missionary among Canada’s Ukrainians should wander from place
to place, not to search for lost souls, but to escape the vermin and find a
clean place to sleep. Naturally, a good missionary should also console
himself with the thought that the redemption of the world was not
accomplished without the spilling of blood. On the same or a somewhat
deeper level of devilry as Canada’s vermin, mosquitos, immense distances,
and the weather, were Protestants: usually Presbyterians setting up schools
and providing nurses or social workers to attract the immigrants to their
churches. One hundred years ago, to be a Roman Catholic missionary on
the prairies among the eastern Europeans seemed to require heroic
suffering.1
As part of a larger project to publish the history of the eastern rite
Redemptorists for their centenary in 2006, the present article sets out the
conditions in Canada and a brief biography of the Flemish priest, Achille
Delaere, the first Roman Catholic Redemptorist to adopt the eastern rite.
Previous historiography gives Delaere credit for initiative in the evolution
of the Catholic Church in the prairie parkland2 from Oblate missionary
territory, to Redemptorist mission parish, to diocese--or eparchy as it is
called by the eastern canon lawyers. To understand Delaere’s life, to alert
scholars to a longer work that will be published in 2006, and to complete
the historiography of the early years of the Ukrainian community, which
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identified the Belgian Redemptorists as one of the main problems and a
reason for the many defections from the See of Rome in the early part of
the twentieth century, a study of those origins from Redemptorist sources
provides a corrective. This article will include other individuals in the
narrative of the origins of the eastern rite clergy and of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Canada: Archbishop Adélard Langevin of Saint
Boniface, Metropolitan Andrew Sheptytsky of Lviv, and, above all, Father
Basil Zoldak.
The Roman Catholic Church faced a new situation with the arrival
of Ukrainian speaking, eastern-rite Catholics, usually called Greek or
Byzantine--or Uniate to indicate their union with Rome. They were from
the province of Galicia in the Austro-Hungarian Empire beginning in the
1880s when census data began formally asking about Galicians. Formerly
an Oblate mission serving French, Native and Metis populations, western
Canada’s Catholic Church was radically transformed with the arrival of the
eastern Europeans. Although Ukrainians, both Christians and Jews, have
been present on British North America’s soil since at least the War of 1812
when mercenaries from the Austro-Hungarian Empire received land along
the Rideau and in the Red River Valley, British and later English Canadian
authorities did not take notice of the settlers until their numbers began to
increase dramatically.3 It has been estimated by Ukrainian scholars that in
the area that became the Province of Saskatchewan, the number of
Ukrainians jumped from three thousand to over thirty thousand in the 1901
to 1911 census period.4 They were then known as Ruthenians or Rusyns,
as well as Galicians, although Galicia refers to a place while Ruthenian
and Rusyn refer to the languages now known as Ukrainian and Slovak.
Because Ukraine did not exist politically, Ukrainians were by nationality
also known or classified as Polish, Russian, Austrian or Hungarian. The
majority coming to Canada were from Polish and Austrian Galicia, were
Greek Catholics using the liturgy of Saint John Chrysostom--but not in
Greek--in Old Church Slavonic. Fewer Ruthenians came from Bukovyna,
which was under Hungarian rule, and were in the majority Greek
Orthodox. Fewer still were Russian Orthodox.5 The Greek Catholics were
originally under the jurisdiction of Lviv, that is to say, of the Metropolitan
Archbishop, Count Andrew Sheptytsky.6
The historiography of the origins of the Ukrainian Catholic Church7
is sparse and complicated by the three main languages involved-Ukrainian, French, and Flemish--and the additional required to examine
the primary sources.8 Furthermore, no one has examined the Italian and
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Latin documents now available in the Congregation for Eastern Churches
in the Vatican for the period after 1904, the papers of Propaganda Fide
housed in the Vatican’s Secret Archives prior to 1904, or the modern
Redemptorist archives, all of which the present article incorporates.
The Roman documents highlight the contributions of several other
people who not only supported Delaere’s pioneering work, but who also
were actually the initiators of his eastern-rite work. They had the ideas and
made the decisions that Delaere carried out. In Delaere’s official biographies, the post hoc ergo propter hoc argument was made that because
Delaere adopted the eastern rite, organized the eastern-rite clergy, and
struggled for the establishment of the hierarchy, he was the instigator and
the cause for each of these steps. While the Orthodox histories also
emphasize the role of the French-speaking and Belgian clergy in alienating
eastern-rite parishioners, Delaere cannot be called the founder of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church; he was not the only person involved. Three
other people did more to shape the origins of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Canada than he: Archbishop Adélard Langevin of Saint
Boniface invited the Redemptorists and set the sometimes disastrous
parameters for their work. Father Basil Zoldakidentified the problems
caused by Langevin’s directives and suggested the solutions.9 Metropolitan Andrew Sheptytsky lobbied Rome for the implementation of the
solutions: eastern-rite priests and, later, bishops for North America.
Langevin and Sheptytsky were briefly identified by the Canadian church
historian Terry Fay as important actors in the history of Catholicism in
western Canada. The documents in the Redemptorist and the Vatican’s
Secret Archives show Zoldak’s role as Sheptytsky’s emissary and give
further details of Langevin’s and Sheptytsky’s work in Europe.10 The
present article concentrates on Basil Zoldak’s reports and his work with
Achille Delaere.
The hostility of American and Canadian Roman Catholic bishops to
married clergy and to different rites is well documented for the period
prior to 1904. Archbishop Ireland as early as 1888 argued for abandoning
the rite in North America, in his opinion, a territory entirely Latin in
jurisdiction.11 The canon lawyer Pospishil states that Propaganda Fide
agreed and on 7 May 1890, declared that Patriarchs--and by implication
Metropolitan Sheptytsky--do not exercise jurisdiction outside their
patriarchates. Because Rome is the patriarchal see for the western world,
the faithful are subject to the Latin ordinary. By October of 1890,
Propaganda Fide asked that all married and even widowed clergy be
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recalled.12 Clearly, the care for eastern-rite Christians in North America
fell to Latin-rite bishops. Nonetheless, Metropolitan Sheptytsky continued
to care for his people, by sending clergy, many of whom were rejected by
Latin bishops.
In Canada, the search for celibate clergy to care for the new
immigrants from eastern Europe began in earnest just before 1898. The
Oblate bishops of western Canada--Bishop Albert Pascal of the Saskatchewan Vicariate and Archbishop Adélard Langevin of Saint Boniface-discussed bringing the Redemptorists into western Canada in the hopes
that the Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer would send some of
their Austrians to staff the house and care for the Galicians in the area.13
The Redemptorists are a religious congregation of priests and brothers
founded in 1732 by Saint Alphonsus Liguori in Naples for missions and
retreats especially to the poor and most abandoned. They are attracted,
therefore, to rural areas. They had expanded rapidly in the nineteenth
century into the Austro-Hungarian Empire and were already well-known
in North America for their work among immigrants.14
Bishop Pascal wrote to Cardinal Ledochowski, prefect of the Sacred
Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith (commonly called Propaganda Fide) about the four colonies of Galicians in western Canada:
Dauphin and Dominion City in Manitoba, one in his own vicariate of
Saskatchewan (probably Yorkton), and St. Albert, near Edmonton. He
warned Rome that the Galicians, upset by the events in the United States
where married and even widowed clergy were being chased away by the
Americanizing bishops, were ready to leave for the Orthodox if Latin
priests were sent. He had gone to Austria and even to Galicia as far as Lviv
to ask the Metropolitan Archbishop of Lviv, Count Andrew Sheptytsky,
for help and for members of the religious order of Saint Basil.15 While they
would come in 1902, the need was immediate.
The Austrian and Polish Redemptorists were busy in other mission
fields, so the Belgians, who had helped to establish monasteries in French
and English Canada, were asked to establish a monastery in Regina. The
Redemptorists, however, preferred to establish St. Augustine of Canterbury, in Brandon, Manitoba, which was better linked to transportation
routes.16 Because the French and English Canadian Redemptorist
monasteries had just been formed into semi-autonomous vice-provinces,
the Belgians were ready for a new mission. As the Provincial of the
Redemptorists in Belgium announced, the students were inflamed with a
holy desire for the western Canadian missions.17 The Redemptorists
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immediately sent two Redemptorist priests, one to work in English and
one to work in French and sent two others to Galicia to learn the local
languages. One of them, Achille Delaere, was to go to Canada after his
studies in Tuchow.18 All of the priests destined for the west, except those
working in the French ministry, were usually Flemish, on the grounds that
they already knew more languages than the French-speaking Walloons
(Belgian high school education took place in French) and could readily
learn more.19
Who was Delaere? His colleagues painted him as a man of courage
and perseverance, but not of talent. Born in 1868 in Lendelode, Belgium,
he was the son of a farmer and had very little polish, because his father
often needed him and kept him on the farm. The young man eventually
joined the Redemptorists in 1889 and was ordained in 1896. Ordination is
not necessarily a civilizing influence: he had a habit of telling his confreres
exactly what he thought of them. Even Canada’s Apostolic Delegate
learned about Delaere’s frankness. Delaere once told him that only liars
and scoundrels wrote to complain to the Apostolic Delegate. The Delegate
replied with a smile that sometimes Bishops and Archbishops also wrote
to the Apostolic Delegate. Clearly, many people stated, Delaere was more
comfortable around horses than people.20 One of his closest co-workers,
Noel Decamps, described him as a conqueror and a builder, letting others
take care of the details. “It was just too bad for you if in his rush, he
insulted you or stepped on your toes.”21 Otherwise, he was morose,
taciturn, and caustic--or sad, discreet, and witty, depending on whether he
was liked or not by the person describing him. As for his language skills
and his knowledge of the eastern rite, his closest associates declared that
he never learned even French properly and at best was mediocre in
Ukrainian, but his zeal and his capacity for work made him indispensable
to his superiors even though they did not care for his rustic ways. As a
community man, he was able to get along with those who worked as hard
as he did. They were rare.22 Was this the man to examine a situation and
create solutions?
Delaere was sent to Canada on the Scotsman out of Liverpool. It
wrecked off Belle Isle; sixteen people died. Delaere survived and
continued his journey to Brandon, arriving on 11 October 1899. He was
welcomed by his fellow Redemptorists as the Apostle to the Poles.23
Delaere began his work in an area called Hun’s Valley because of the
number of Hungarians--in reality Hungarian Slovaks, Ruthenians, and
Poles--and around what was known as the Kant mission, which was named
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for the Polish Saint John of Kant. This required long hours of travel by
horse and sled or buggy through the usual extremes of weather in western
Canada.24 Delaere had joined the Congregation to work for God and he did
the work assigned to him without complaint. His confreres agreed that he
could work.
During all of these years, Delaere said mass in Latin and preached
in Polish, but he had quickly realized that the majority of Galicians in the
pews were actually eastern-rite Ruthenians. Still, for the five years that he
worked in Hun’s Valley and at St. John of Kant, there were no major
problems except for the distance from Brandon. The Catholic communities
became well organized as they usually were when a religious congregation
such as the Redemptorists dedicated itself to gathering the faithful,
establishing the parish, and organizing the parish societies. It helped that
the Poles outnumbered the Ruthenians in the Brandon area.
Elsewhere, by the spring of 1900 the entire hierarchy in Canada was
becoming concerned about the growing number of defections of the
eastern-rite Galicians to other religious groups. The Apostolic Delegate
Falconio ordered the Oblate Father Lacombe to obtain Galician priests
from the Austrian Emperor.25 The Oblate bishops, however, opposed
Falconio’s desire for Galician clergy. The bishops, with Langevin of Saint
Boniface at their head, claimed they had had some difficulties with
individual Galician diocesan priests and preferred sending religious clergy,
such as the Redemptorists and the Oblates, as well as some hand-picked
diocesan clergy, in order to keep the people entirely within the Roman
Catholic Church.26
The Bishops’ complaints about such eastern-rite clergy in North
America was due in part to the differences in canon law, language, and
ritual as well as the Latin’s suspicion and fear of the eastern clergy’s
acceptance of married men for ordination. The immigrants were also
unfamiliar with the new country’s voluntary support of religion, unlike in
Europe where churches were financially supported by the government.
Langevin wrote to the Redemptorists:
The best would be to leave Latin-rite religious take care of these
people. For centuries these unhappy races have been given over to
wavering in their faith and to betraying Grace. Bastardized and
ignorant races, unable to profit from the freedom of this country. They
passionately tie themselves to the rite--to exterior practises--in inverse
proportion to any serious belief. Our religious missionaries are a
revelation to them. One Latin priest like one of your Redemptorists,
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an Oblate, an Assumptionist, is worth ten of their priests! So, let us
save as many as we can and the rest will go to Hell.27

The Redemptorists formally accepted work among the Ruthenians
until Langevin’s own diocesan priests could take over.28 There was no
question of bringing in eastern-rite clergy. Delaere immediately began to
organize the Ruthenian parishioners in the Shoal Lake and Hun’s Valley
districts.29 Still, immigrants were pouring into Canada and even more
Galicians had settled in the Yorkton area. The Oblates were pulling out of
the Parkland area. Archbishop Langevin, alarmed at the Presbyterians, the
establishment of public schools, and the growing propensity of the
Galicians to go to any church where Ruthenian was spoken and send their
children wherever there were schools, even if taught by Protestants, asked
the Redemptorists to abandon St. John of Kant. It had become an
organized district he could entrust to a Polish diocesan priest.30 He hoped
that the Redemptorists would go to Dauphin, now in Manitoba, where
there were about 8,000 Galician Catholics. At his wits’ end, he asked if the
Redemptorists would care for all of the Galicians in the entire
archdiocese.31
One of the most important events in the origins of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church of Canada was the visit of Basil Zoldak, a priest of the
eparchy of Lviv, who had been sent on a fact-finding mission organized
by Metropolitan Sheptytsky throughout North and South America and
approved by the Sacred Congregation of Propaganda Fide. Although some
bishops were unclear on his powers or jurisdiction--he was Metropolitan
Sheptytsky’s secretary, but he was paid by the Austrian Emperor to serve
as an official Visitor--his report in the Vatican Archives is comprehensive
and gives a wide context to Archbishop Langevin and the Redemptorists’
rhetoric of crisis. At the beginning of 1903, he wrote, there were about
60,000 eastern Catholics of the Byzantine-Slav rite, most of them from
Galicia, all understanding Old Church Slavonic. Brazil had about the same
number while the United States had three times as many--180,000. Of the
three areas, the saddest picture, he claimed, was Canada. In Brazil and in
the United States, there were eastern-rite diocesan and religious priests, the
Basilians, who had organized the faithful into communities and parishes.
The United States was only suffering from the fact that the diocesan clergy
from Lviv, about fourteen in all, were subject to Latin bishops, some of
them unsympathetic, and were independent or isolated from each other. In
Canada, Russian Orthodox clergy sent out from San Francisco were
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stirring up anti-Latin sentiments. The Ruthenian clergy of the United
States who were unhappy about their treatment and status under Latin
bishops were writing critical articles in Ukrainian in the American
newspaper Svoboda. He suggested that an eastern-rite Bishop be named
for Canada and the United States to organize the diocesan priests and to
forestall the anti-Roman sentiment growing in North America.32
Zoldak examined the archdiocese of St. Boniface even more closely
on behalf of the Apostolic Delegate, Sbarretti, and stated that most-15,000--of Canada’s Galicians were under Archbishop Langevin. By 24
March 1903, when he wrote his report, he stated that many of them were
now going over to the Orthodox, especially the 600 families in the
Yorkton region. He also pointed out that there was not a single Catholic
school for any of these families and most of the children were growing up
without any education.33 The Catholic population was becoming restless
and the Archbishop’s attempt to appropriate all of their self-built churches
to protect the properties from other denominations and gain collateral for
the building of other institutions such as schools had been misunderstood
as an attempt to deprive them of their money. This opinion was being
actively spread by the Russian Orthodox bishop Tychon, and his priest,
Popoff, who visited Winnipeg and its surrounding regions.34 Schismatics
ordained by an individual calling himself Serafim, who claimed to be the
Russian Orthodox Bishop for America and who ordained people for a fee,
had also come into the Yorkton region.35 According to Zoldak, there were
six Serafimists recently ordained in Yorkton itself and fifteen others
working in the region, none of whom had much education, but who were
all eagerly accepted by the people happy to have clergy who spoke their
own language and were not under the French Archbishop.36 Although
Serafim was quickly unmasked as an adventurous imposter,37 his clergy
continued to bring some of their people into the Presbyterian Church,
although most became independents.38 Langevin confirmed Zoldak’s
statistics, but asked for more religious clergy not a bishop.39 Langevin
offered to pay for the higher education in Lviv of any Canadian priest who
wished to study the Ruthenian language. He already had one volunteer.40
While Langevin’s intentions were admirable, his solutions were inadequate. The Manitoba Free Press of 12 March 1903 reported that Ruthenians were repudiating Langevin and his French-language clergy in ever
greater numbers.41
The Provincial of the Basilians in Canada, Platonides Filas, who was
working in Alberta with his confreres since 1902, quietly suggested to the
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Apostolic Delegate that the incorporation papers of each of the chapels
could have a simple sentence stating that the Archbishop of Saint Boniface
would hold the property “in trust” until such time as the Galicians had
their own bishop.42 A bishop, of course, as Zoldak had written, would be
the solution. The other Oblate bishops agreed and the Basilians in Alberta
quietened much of the problems there. Langevin continued to refuse.
In the meantime, Zoldak proposed Delaere visit Yorkton at least
once a month. He had worked with Delaere; as Langevin wrote to the
Redemptorists: “We must hurry to save the Galicians if we want to keep
their children from falling into the mouths of the wolves–the English
Protestant schools.”43
The Redemptorists, however, at first resisted going to Yorkton
because an early informal census reported that Yorkton only had ten
Catholic families, seven of them English, and three Polish.44 The Greek
Catholics were in the rural areas around Yorkton. Florent Borgonie,
another Redemptorist stationed in Brandon for the Poles visited Yorkton
in early 1903 and was astonished at the recent growth in the area. He
claimed there were now thousands of people and hundreds showed up for
the mass. Twenty-seven babies were baptised and two marriages celebrated in one day. Despite Delaere’s hope to stay in the Brandon area to
deal with the Galicians there, many of whom had accepted the ministrations of Delaere as a Latin-rite priest and had come to accept life within
the Polish community as he himself had, Delaere and other Redemptorists
began to visit the Yorkton area once a month as Zoldak had suggested.
Delaere himself was stunned by the amount of work required and
reported that the territory was actually half the size of Belgium with only
thirty to forty English families and was entirely neglected by any other
Catholic clergy since the Oblates had moved out. False priests, Orthodox
priests, and Protestants had all established themselves in the area. The
Redemptorists reported seventeen Protestant ministers in the Yorkton
region.45 Delaere immediately begged for help, encouraged French
Canadian seminarians to study different languages, and brought in Father
Kryzhanowsky, a Basilian monk, to help him in the various colonies.”46
On meeting one of the Serafimists in the home of a colonist, Delaere
was challenged to defend the Latin-rite bishop. How could the Roman
Catholics and Delaere’s French Bishop claim to be helping the Ruthenians
when they refused them their own eastern-rite, married priests when such
priests were actually allowed by Rome and eastern canon law?47 Faced
with increasing hostility, defections, and the lack of help from Archbishop
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Langevin, Delaere adopted all of Zoldak’s opinions. He established the
Redemptorists’ monastery in Yorkton on 12 January 1904, to care for the
Galicians. It still exists, as St. Gerard’s parish, a Roman Catholic parish in
the Archdiocese of Regina. That very year, he petitioned to adopt the
eastern rite. Delaere became an eastern-rite priest in 1906. Other Belgians
soon followed. Although some French Canadian priests did the same, all
but one eventually returned to the Latin rite. Delaere and his confreres left
St. Gerard’s to found a purely Ukrainian monastery, Our Lady of Perpetual
Help, now called St. Mary’s, Ukrainian Catholic Church. It is in the
Eparchy of Saskatoon, part of the Archeparchy of Winnipeg. In this house
lived the Belgians and increasingly, the Ukrainian Redemptorists who
began to groom young vocations for the priesthood. Delaere also began to
argue for the appointment of an eastern-rite bishop to organize the Church
in Canada.48 Zoldak’s reports had also made its way to Metropolitan
Sheptytsky, who visited Canada in 1910 and confirmed Zoldak’s findings.
Sheptytsky nominated another of his diocesan clergy.
On his arrival in Canada in 1912, Bishop Nicetas Budka found five
Basilian Fathers, seven eastern-rite diocesan priests, four Belgian
Redemptorists and five French Canadian priests who had adopted the rite,
for a total of twenty-one clergy. There were four small communities of the
Sisters Servants of Mary Immaculate and eighty Ukrainian Catholic
churches, most of them small chapels on the prairies, all of them in
Western Canada, half of them in Delaere’s area of work, the other half in
the Basilian area. There were three Ukrainian Catholic schools, two of
them in Yorkton and a Catholic weekly printed in Ukrainian.49 This was
a fully formed Eastern Catholic Church in Canada, a land formerly
considered entirely Roman Catholic territory.
Insistence by the United States’ Roman Catholic bishops and
Canada’s Langevin on a celibate clergy using the Latin rite reflected an
uncomprehending attitude toward eastern rite Catholics that encouraged
the new settlers to break communion with the Catholic Church. Three
hundred thousand Eastern Catholics left Catholicism in the United States.50
Between 1901 and 1931, roughly two-thirds of all Eastern-rite Catholics
in Canada eventually did the same. Redemptorist missionaries in Yorkton,
Saskatchewan, 1904, were part of Saint Boniface’s Archbishop Langevin’s
plan to counteract Protestant proselytism and create a Roman Catholic
community among the Galicians in the prairie parkland. Delaere and his
colleagues willingly served Langevin and succeeded against the Protestants, but the history of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in Canada now
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became intimately bound up with the phenomenal growth of Orthodoxy
in Canada, where most immigrants made their way after leaving Rome.
For the next thirty years, Delaere and other Belgian Redemptorists
quietly organized the distant chapels, parishes, schools, orphanages, and
halls on Canada’s prairies while Ukrainian-born Redemptorists gradually
learned from the Belgians how to do the same. The new generation of
Ukrainian Redemptorists then reassured and guaranteed an authentically
Eastern Church in communion with the See of Rome in Canada, the
United States, and eventually in Australia. The Redemptorists, with
Delaere as their founder among the Ukrainians, merely implemented their
bishops’ instructions and continued to suffer from the vermin, the climate,
the Presbyterians, and prepared to suffer the Independents who would
eventually organize the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Canada.
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